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Statement of Purpose: 
Hyperthermia is a thermal treatment on tumor tissue
between 42  and 46℃ ℃ for destroying the heat-sensitive
cancer tissues. Proteins of cancer tissue may irreversibly
denature during the hyperthermia and cellular death may
occur at these elevated temperatures. A Duplex stainless
steel(DSS) thermo-rod for hyperthermia can generate
therapeutic heat up to its unique temperature inside of the
alternating induction magnetic field. Also, it shows good
mechanical properties, good corrosion resistance and
controllable magnetic properties by heat-treatment. There
are two most abundant phases in the DSS; magnetic alpha
phase (ferrite) and nonmagnetic gamma phase (austenite).
The ratio of these two phases is an important factor that 
can affect the maximum temperature and exothermic
characteristics within an alternating induction magnetic
field. Since cancer tissue does not support enough blood
circulation because of its complicate blood vessel
structure, this unique maximum temperature of DSS
thermo-rod is very useful for cancer thermal therapy. The
warmed up cancer tissue may suffer from hypoxia and 
low pH caused by low blood supply and low excretion of
CO2. At this threatened environment, the tumor volume
will be gradually reduced with hyperthermia. The
efficiency of hyperthermia with DSS thermo-rods directly
depends on magnetic properties, size, configuration and
position of thermo-rods. Also its maximum temperature is 
closely related to the magnetic field strength. In this study,
the efficiency of hyperthermia with five kinds of polymer
coated DSS thermo-rods was tested in order to develop
more effective thermo-rods.
Methods: Thermo-rods were made of the DSS wire
�1.0mm in diameter (KOS Ltd., Korea). In order to
measure exothermic characteristics of five different
polymer(PEVA) coated 10mm long DSS thermo-rods,
calorimetric analysis was carried out using a calorimetric
chamber filled with 0.2mL distilled water for every test 
and temperature data were acquired through the 
temperature acquisition devices. Heat affected zone(HAZ)
analysis was conducted with 20mm long DSS thermo-
rods located in the center of fresh porcine liver models.
Eight t-type thermo couples were arranged at every 3mm
distance apart from the thermo-rod. All specimens were
exposed in equal strength of induction magnetic field
generated from the induction heating coil system (7 kW x 
70%, 104 kHz, 9 turns, 40cm diameter and 20cm height).
Results and discussions: The exothermic results of five
different polymer coated DSS thermo-rods are shown in
figure 1. All specimens show similar aspect of
temperature increasing tendency. The saturated maximum
temperatures were able to attain after 15minutes exposure.
The maximum temperatures of thermo-rods were between
57 C and 63 C. The initial heating power of DSS thermo-
rods calculated from slopes of each temperature
increasing curve were between 0.90J/g sec and 1.54 

J/g sec. The HAZ of 60 minutes induction hyperthermia
treated thermo-rods is defined as the largest width of the
denatured(color changed) porcine liver model. The HAZ
analysis results are shown in figure 2. The denatured
depths are about 8mm deep from the porcine liver model
inserted with 20mm long thermo-rods. However, the HAZ
in the temperature increasing curve analysis is the depth
which temperature is higher than 42 C after 60minutes
induction heating. The 42 C HAZ depth was about 15mm
deep which is twice deeper than denatured HAZ.

Fig. 1 Temperature increasing curves DSS thermo-rods
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Fig. 2 HAZ analysis with porcine liver models and
temperature increasing curves

Conclusion: The PEVA coated DSS thermo-rod is able to 
heat up tumor tissue uniformly up to 63 C and its HAZ is 
about 15mm deep. Therefore it may have potential to be
used as a controllable therapeutic heat generation device
for hyperthermia.
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